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Comments
Lots of plastic bags used. Not all dorms have recycling
bins, specifically mine. 1 guy does all the recycling on
campus.

President
Address of School
Recommendations
Give students a bag at beginning of semester to
use for bought objects from food center. Place
recycle bins in all dorms, and outside between
locations. Hire more people to recycle.

Dr. Ronald Nowaczyk
101 Braddock Road
Potential Programs or Activities
We have two sustainability classes
on campus. Maybe divide these
courses into subdivisions based on
the 3 pillars, and a course on the
technicallites and business of
recycling.

Variety of plants grown in some locations on campus, but Grow a diverse array of local flowers in sites not There could be a club focused on
mostly has open spaces of grass. Arboretum is well taken adjacent to dorms. This would attract more birds campus biodiversity and plant
care of ,and has many animals, even bears at times.
and insects.
growth, or you could have
advertised events where students
could help plant.
There are many emails about services for self-help and
mental health. Many activities are offered, but not
sometimes they falter.

Adapt a platform of activity promotion that is not
email reliant. Have RA's put up notes, or have a
communal whiteboard that would list these
things in places people would have to see them.
There is a lack of trees in certain areas on campus. Heavy Open spaces are fine, but maybe add a few trees
salts that are disproportionally placed in Winter could
in some locations. Having plants inside dorms,
cause damage to the trees.
such as in common areas, would be

I believe we have a course on selfcare as an intro; but if theres a
group for this already, it should
advertise more.
We have a class on forest ecology, I
think a course on urban ecology,
with all its niches, would be
interesting.

We have a compost, but a lot of food gets wasted in the
cafeteria since we can't take food from it.

Unless its for legal reasons, allow people to take I don't think 1 club could solve this,
food from the cafetria.
but multiple or constant reminders
and activities to combat food waste
could be held.

